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WARRANTYWARRANTYWARRANTYWARRANTYWARRANTY

Dear Customer,Thank you for choosing a Hanna Instruments product.Please read this instruction manual carefully before using the instrument.This manual will provide you with the necessary information for correct use ofthe instrument, as well as a precise idea of its versatility.If you need additional technical information, do not hesitate to e-mail us attech@hannainst.com or turn to the back cover for our worldwide contact list.These instruments are in compliance with  directives.
The HI 98186 instrument is guaranteed for two years against defects inworkmanship and materials when used for its intended purpose and maintainedaccording to instructions. Electrodes and probes are guaranteed for six months.This warranty is limited to repair or replacement free of charge.Damage due to accidents, misuse, tampering or lack of prescribed maintenanceis not covered.If service is required, contact the dealer from whom you purchased theinstrument. If under warranty, report the model number, date of purchase,serial number and the nature of the problem. If the repair is not covered bythe warranty, you will be notified of the charges incurred. If the instrument isto be returned to Hanna Instruments, first obtain a Returned Goods Authori-zation number from the Technical Service department and then send it withshipping costs prepaid. When shipping any instrument, make sure it isproperly packed for complete protection.
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PRELIMINARY  EXAMINATIONPRELIMINARY  EXAMINATIONPRELIMINARY  EXAMINATIONPRELIMINARY  EXAMINATIONPRELIMINARY  EXAMINATION

The HI 98186 is a state of art, microprocessor based, dissolved oxygeninstrument with many automated and specific application features, designedto provide laboratory results and accuracy under harsh industrial conditions.All measurements are automatically compensated for temperature. Salinitycompensation in water allows direct determination of dissolved oxygen insaline waters. With its internal barometer, the instrument is able to automati-cally compensate for changes in barometric pressure so there is no need forcharts, altitude information or external barometric pressure information.The instrument contains built-in application software for the calculation ofBiochemical Oxygen Demand (BOD), Oxygen Uptake Rate (OUR) and SpecificOxygen Uptake Rate (SOUR).HI 98186’s calibration has been greatly simplified when compared to otherdissolved oxygen instruments. It is provided with a series of new features whichadd entirely new dimensions to the measurement of DO, by allowing the userto dramatically improve the reliability of the measurement:� One or two points automatic dissolved oxygen calibration.� One point manual dissolved oxygen calibration using a value in milligramsper liter or percent saturation entered by the user.� One or two points user temperature calibration.� Messages on the graphic LCD for an easy and accurate calibration.�  User-selectable “calibration time out” to remind when a new calibration isnecessary.

Remove the instrument from the packing material and examine it carefully tomake sure that no damage has occurred during shipping. If there is anydamage, notify your Dealer or the nearest Hanna Customer Service Center.Each instrument is supplied with:�   HI 76407/4F Polarographic probe with built-in temperature sensors and4 m  (13.4”) cable�   HI 76407A Membrane cap (2 pcs)�    HI 7041S Electrolyte solution (30 mL)�    4 x 1.2V AA, 1300 mAh Rechargeable Batteries (inside the instrument)�   HI 710042 Inductive Recharger with power adaptor�   Instruction Manual�   Rugged carrying caseNote: Save all packing material until you are sure that the instrumentfunctions correctly. All defective items must be returned in the originalpacking with the supplied accessories.GENERAL  DESCRIPTIONGENERAL  DESCRIPTIONGENERAL  DESCRIPTIONGENERAL  DESCRIPTIONGENERAL  DESCRIPTION
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Moreover, the meter offers an extended temperature range from–20 ºC to 120 ºC (–4 ºF to 248 ºF).Other features include:�  Log on demand up to 400 samples.�  Auto Hold feature, to freeze first stable reading on the LCD.�  GLP feature, to view last calibration data.�  PC interface.

Hanna Instruments reserves the right to modify the design,construction and appearance of its products without advance notice.
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FUNCTIONAL  DESCRIPTIONFUNCTIONAL  DESCRIPTIONFUNCTIONAL  DESCRIPTIONFUNCTIONAL  DESCRIPTIONFUNCTIONAL  DESCRIPTION

1) Liquid Crystal Display (LCD).2) F1, F2, F3 functional keys.3)  /  keys to manually increase/decrease the parameters or to scroll the pa-rameter list.4) ESC key to leave current mode, exit calibration, setup, help, etc.5) CAL key, to enter/exit calibration mode.6) RCL key, to enter/exit view logged data mode.7) SETUP key, to enter/exit SETUP mode.8) ON/OFF key, to turn the instrument ON and OFF.9) GLP key, to display Good Laboratory Practice information.10) LIGHT key, to toggle display backlighting.11) MODE key to change DO measuring unit when in DO measure screen, or totoggle between standard and pressure in DO calibration.12) RANGE key, to switch between DO, BOD, OUR AND SOUR.13) Help key to enter/exit contextual help.

Front viewFront viewFront viewFront viewFront view
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Top viewTop viewTop viewTop viewTop view
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14) Electrode DIN connector.15) USB connector.
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PROBE FUNCTIONAL  DESCRIPTIONPROBE FUNCTIONAL  DESCRIPTIONPROBE FUNCTIONAL  DESCRIPTIONPROBE FUNCTIONAL  DESCRIPTIONPROBE FUNCTIONAL  DESCRIPTION

PROBE FUNCTIONAL  DESCRIPTIONPROBE FUNCTIONAL  DESCRIPTIONPROBE FUNCTIONAL  DESCRIPTIONPROBE FUNCTIONAL  DESCRIPTIONPROBE FUNCTIONAL  DESCRIPTION
1. D.O. Probe2. Protective Cap3. Watertight Shielded Cable4. Polypropylene Probe Body5. Temperature Sensor6. O-Ring Seal7. Silver Chloride Anode8. Platinum Cathode (sensor)9. Oxygen Permeable Teflon® Membrane10. Membrane Cap
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To take measurements, connect the D.O. probe to the meter securely byaligning the pins with the socket located on the top of the meter, pushing theplug in and tightening the threaded ring.Probes shipped from Hanna Instrumentsare dry. To hydrate the probe and prepareit for use, connect it to the meter andproceed as follows:1. Remove the red and black plastic cap.This cap is for shipping purposes and canbe thrown away.2. Wet the sensor by soaking the bottom2½ cm (1") of the probe in electrolyte(HI 7041S) for 5 minutes.3. Rinse the membrane cap (HI 76407A)supplied in the kit with the meter) withelectrolyte solution while shaking it gently.Refill with clean electrolyte solution.4. Tap gently the sides of the membranecap with your finger tip to ensure that noair bubbles are trapped. To avoid damag-ing the membrane, do not tap it directlyon the bottom.5. Make sure that the rubber O-ring sitsproperly inside the membrane cap.6. With the sensor facing down, slowlyscrew the cap clockwise. Some electrolytewill overflow.When not in use and during polarization(see PROBE CONDITIONING page 11), use the protective transparent capsupplied in the kit with the meter.

PROBE CONNECTION AND PREPARATIONPROBE CONNECTION AND PREPARATIONPROBE CONNECTION AND PREPARATIONPROBE CONNECTION AND PREPARATIONPROBE CONNECTION AND PREPARATION
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INITIAL PREPARATIONThe instrument is supplied complete with rechargeable batteries. Proceed witha complete charging process before starting (see page 60).To prepare the instrument for field measurements close the serial communica-tion socket and all unused connector sockets with proper stopper (to ensurewaterproof protection).Connect the DO probe to the 7-pin connector. Make sure that the probe sleeveis properly inserted and tighten the threaded ring.Turn the instrument ON by pressing ON/OFF key.At start-up the display will show the Hanna logo for a few seconds , followed bythe percentage indication of the remaining battery charge, then enters theprobe conditioning mode. The probe will be conditioned for one minute, andafterwards the instrument will enter measurement mode.If the DO probe is not connected or is damaged, the conditioning period isskipped.To save battery life, the auto-off feature turns the instrument off after a setperiod (default 30 min) if no button is pressed. To set another period or todisable this feature, see SETUP menu on page 33.The auto-off backlight feature turns the backlight off after a set period (default1 min) with no buttons pressed. To set another period or to disable thisfeature, see SETUP on page 33.

OPERATIONAL  GUIDEOPERATIONAL  GUIDEOPERATIONAL  GUIDEOPERATIONAL  GUIDEOPERATIONAL  GUIDE

PROBE CONDITIONINGAt startup, the probe is under polarization with a fixed voltage of approxi-mately 800 mV for 1 minute.Probe polarization is essential for stable measurements with the same recur-ring degree of accuracy.With the probe properly polarized, oxygen is continually consumed when itpasses through the sensitive diaphragm and dissolves in the electrolyte solu-tion contained in the probe.Whenever measurements are taken with a non-polarized probe, the oxygenlevel revealed is both that of the tested solution, as well as that present in theelectrolyte solution. This reading is incorrect.Keep the protective cap on during polarization time and remove it for calibra-tion and measurements.
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SALINITY COMPENSATIONIf the sample contains significant concentration of salinity, the read out valuesmust be corrected, taking into account the lower degree of oxygen solubility inthis situation.Before taking any DO measurements remember to set the salinity value fromthe SETUP menu (page 33).The salinity affects the D.O. concentration, decreasing its value. The table belowshows the maximum oxygen solubility at various temperatures and salinity levels.Cº leveLaeSta)l/g(ytinilaS Fºl/g0 l/g01 l/g02 l/g03 l/g530 06.41 46.31 47.21 09.11 05.11 0.232 18.31 19.21 70.21 92.11 19.01 5.634 90.31 52.21 74.11 37.01 83.01 2.936 44.21 56.11 19.01 22.01 98.9 8.248 38.11 90.11 04.01 57.9 44.9 4.6401 82.11 85.01 39.9 23.9 30.9 0.0521 77.01 11.01 05.9 29.8 56.8 6.3541 92.01 86.9 01.9 55.8 03.8 2.7561 68.9 82.9 37.8 12.8 79.7 8.0681 54.9 09.8 93.8 09.7 66.7 4.4602 80.9 65.8 70.8 06.7 83.7 0.8622 37.8 32.8 77.7 33.7 21.7 6.1742 04.8 39.7 94.7 70.7 78.6 2.5752 42.8 97.7 63.7 59.6 57.6 0.7762 90.8 56.7 32.7 38.6 46.6 8.8782 18.7 83.7 89.6 16.6 24.6 4.2803 45.7 41.7 57.6 93.6 22.6 0.6823 92.7 09.6 45.6 91.6 30.6 6.9843 50.7 86.6 33.6 10.6 58.5 2.3963 28.6 74.6 41.6 38.5 86.5 8.6983 16.6 82.6 69.5 66.5 15.5 4.00104 14.6 90.6 97.5 05.5 63.5 0.40124 22.6 39.5 36.5 53.5 22.5 6.70144 40.6 77.5 84.5 12.5 90.5 2.11164 78.5 16.5 33.5 70.5 79.4 8.41184 07.5 74.5 02.5 59.4 58.4 4.81105 45.5 33.5 70.5 38.4 57.4 0.221NoteNoteNoteNoteNote:   The relationship between salinity and chlorinity for sea water is given by the equationbelow: Salinity (g/l) = 1.80655 Chlorinity (g/l)
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BAROMETRIC PRESSURE COMPENSATION
Cº leveLaeSevobasreteM,edutitlA Fº0m 003m 006m 009m 0021 m 0051 m 0081 m 0012 m 0042 m 0072 m 0003 m 0033 m 0063 m 0093 m 0004 m0 6.41 1.41 6.31 1.31 6.21 1.21 7.11 2.11 8.01 4.01 0.01 7.9 3.9 0.9 9.8 0.232 8.31 3.31 8.21 4.21 9.11 5.11 0.11 6.01 2.01 9.9 5.9 2.9 8.8 5.8 4.8 6.534 1.31 6.21 2.21 7.11 3.11 9.01 5.01 1.01 7.9 3.9 0.9 7.8 4.8 0.8 9.7 2.936 4.21 0.21 5.11 1.11 7.01 3.01 9.9 6.9 2.9 9.8 6.8 2.8 9.7 6.7 5.7 8.248 8.11 4.11 0.11 6.01 2.01 8.9 5.9 1.9 8.8 4.8 1.8 8.7 5.7 3.7 2.7 4.6401 3.11 9.01 5.01 1.01 7.9 4.9 0.9 7.8 4.8 1.8 8.7 5.7 2.7 9.6 8.6 0.0521 8.01 4.01 0.01 6.9 3.9 9.8 6.8 3.8 0.8 7.7 4.7 1.7 9.6 6.6 5.6 6.3541 3.01 9.9 6.9 2.9 9.8 5.8 2.8 9.7 6.7 4.7 1.7 8.6 6.6 3.6 2.6 2.7561 9.9 5.9 2.9 8.8 5.8 2.8 9.7 6.7 3.7 0.7 8.6 5.6 3.6 1.6 0.6 8.0681 5.9 1.9 8.8 5.8 1.8 8.7 6.7 3.7 0.7 8.6 5.6 3.6 0.6 8.5 7.5 4.4602 1.9 8.8 4.8 1.8 8.7 5.7 3.7 0.7 7.6 5.6 2.6 0.6 8.5 6.5 5.5 0.8622 7.8 4.8 1.8 8.7 5.7 2.7 0.7 7.6 5.6 2.6 0.6 8.5 6.5 4.5 3.5 6.1742 4.8 1.8 8.7 5.7 2.7 0.7 7.6 5.6 2.6 0.6 8.5 6.5 4.5 2.5 1.5 2.5752 3.8 0.8 7.7 4.7 1.7 8.6 6.6 4.6 1.6 9.5 7.5 5.5 3.5 1.5 0.5 0.7762 1.8 8.7 5.7 2.7 0.7 7.6 5.6 2.6 0.6 8.5 6.5 4.5 2.5 0.5 9.4 8.8782 8.7 5.7 3.7 0.7 7.6 5.6 2.6 0.6 8.5 6.5 4.5 2.5 0.5 8.4 7.4 4.2803 6.7 3.7 0.7 8.6 5.6 3.6 0.6 8.5 6.5 4.5 2.5 0.5 8.4 6.4 6.4 0.6823 3.7 0.7 8.6 5.6 3.6 1.6 8.5 6.5 4.5 2.5 0.5 8.4 7.4 5.4 4.4 6.9843 1.7 8.6 6.6 3.6 1.6 9.5 6.5 4.5 2.5 0.5 9.4 7.4 5.4 3.4 3.4 2.3963 8.6 6.6 3.6 1.6 9.5 7.5 5.5 3.5 1.5 9.4 7.4 5.4 4.4 2.4 1.4 8.6983 6.6 4.6 1.6 9.5 7.5 5.5 3.5 1.5 9.4 7.4 5.4 4.4 2.4 1.4 0.4 4.00104 4.6 2.6 9.5 7.5 5.5 3.5 1.5 9.4 7.4 6.4 4.4 2.4 1.4 9.3 9.3 4.40124 2.6 0.6 8.5 6.5 3.5 2.5 0.5 8.4 6.4 4.4 3.4 1.4 0.4 8.3 8.3 6.70144 0.6 8.5 6.5 4.5 2.5 0.5 8.4 6.4 5.4 3.4 1.4 0.4 8.3 7.3 7.3 2.11164 8.5 6.5 4.5 2.5 0.5 8.4 7.4 5.4 3.4 2.4 0.4 9.3 7.3 6.3 5.3 8.41184 7.5 5.5 3.5 1.5 9.4 7.4 5.4 4.4 2.4 0.4 9.3 7.3 6.3 5.3 4.3 4.81105 5.5 3.5 1.5 9.4 7.4 6.4 4.4 2.4 1.4 9.3 8.3 6.3 5.3 4.3 3.3 0.221

The dissolved oxygen saturation value varies with pressure, so it is importantto compensate the effect that pressure has on DO measurements.
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The HI 98186 meter contains a built-in barometer, and it is able to automati-cally compensate for changes in barometric pressure. If another pressure valuethan the barometer’s reading is to be used, then the manual pressure featuremust be enabled from the SETUP menu (see page 33), and afterwards thepressure value can be set using the ARROW keys.The table below contains a conversion altitude (m) to pressure (mmHg) for thealtitude values from the previous table.
DO MEASUREMENTSMake sure the probe’s protective cap has been removed.In order to take accurate dissolved oxygen measurements make sure that theinstrument has been calibrated (see page 27 for details).Press RANGE to access the DO measure screen. If necessary press MODE tochange the measuring unit.Immerse the tip of the probe into the sample to be tested. Allow approxi-mately one minute for the reading to stabilize (hourglass symbol turns off).
On the screen are displayed:�  Dissolved Oxygen reading in the selected unit (% saturation or mg/L)�  Temperature reading in the selected unit (°C or °F)�  Pressure reading in the selected unit (mmHg, inHg, atm, psi, kPa, mbar).If the Manual Pressure option is enabled (  displayed in front of the pressurevalue) the pressure value can be changed using the ARROW keys.For accurate dissolved oxygen measurements, a water movement of0.3 m/s is required. This is to ensure that the oxygen-depleted membranesurface is constantly replenished. A moving stream will provide adequatecirculation.

edutitlA )m( 0 003 006 009 0021 0051 0081 0012 0042 0072 0003 0033 0063 0093 0004erusserP )gHmm( 067 237 507 976 456 036 706 485 365 245 225 305 484 764 164
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BOD MEASUREMENTSBiochemical oxygen demand (BOD) is an indicator for the concentration ofbiodegradable organic matter present in a sample of water. It can be used toinfer the general quality of the water and its degree of pollution. BODmeasures the rate of oxygen uptake by microorganisms in a sample of waterat a fixed temperature and over a given period of time. To ensure that allother conditions are equal, a very small amount of microorganism seed isadded to each sample being tested. This seed is typically generated bydiluting activated sludge with deionized water. The samples are kept at 20 ºCin the dark and tested for dissolved oxygen (DO) after five days. The loss ofdissolved oxygen in the sample, once correction have been made for the degreeof dilution, is called the BOD5Before measuring BOD, remember to set the BOD configuration from theSETUP menu (see page 33).Press RANGE to access the BOD measure screen.
Press BOD Data to view the BOD initial data management screen.Press Compute to evaluate the BOD for a specified sample (available onlywhen the measurement is stable and at least one initial BOD data record hasbeen memorized).BOD initial data management screenBOD Data is pressed while in BOD measurement screen.
Press Add new to add a new BOD initial data record (the key is available onlywhen the measurement is stable).  A 200 records memory space is availablefor BOD initial data.Press View ID to view the saved BOD initial values (the key is available only
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when at least one initial BOD data record has been memorized).By pressing Add New the BOD Parameters screen will be displayed:
BOD Parameters:� Bottle ID: a number used to identify a specific bottle.    Range: 0000 to 9999.� The type of the Sample: Sample or Seed.� Bottle Volume: the total volume of the BOD bottle.    Range: 0.1 to 300.0 mL.� Sample Volume: the volume of sample in the BOD bottle.      Range: 0.1 to 300.0 mL (for a seed sample this value is 0.0 mL andcannot be set).� Seed Volume: the volume of seed in the BOD bottle.    Range: 0.0 to 300.0 mL.Press Prev/Next to select a different parameter on the screen.Press ARROW keys to modify the selected parameter’s value.Press Save to save the BOD parameters and the initial DO, temperature,pressure and salinity values for the specified bottle.
If a bottle with the same ID already exists, the instrument will ask forreplacement confirmation.Press Replace to replace the existing record, or ESC to return to the previousscreen without replacing.When a new record is saved the meter will display a message indicating theremaining free BOD initial data space in %.
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By pressing View ID a list of all the saved BOD initial data records will bedisplayed. The seed records will have the symbol “*” displayed after the bottleID.
Use the ARROW keys to scroll the list of BOD initial data records.Press More to view detailed information for the selected record.

Press PgUp/Pg/Down to view the next/previous screen of information.Use the ARROW keys to view the detailed information about thenext/previous record.If Delete is pressed.
Use ARROW keys to focus on the record to be deleted and then press CFM.Press ESC to exit.If Delete All is pressed the instrument asks for confirmation. Press CFM toconfirm or ESC to exit without deleting.
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BOD evaluationFrom the BOD measure screen press Compute to evaluate the BOD for aspecified sample. The following screen will be displayed.
If the date of the current measurement is previous to the date of the selectedmeasurement then the Eval. BOD key will not be displayed.Press MORE to view detailed information for the selected record.Use ARROW keys to select the bottle for BOD evaluation.Press Eval. BOD to compute the BOD for the selected bottle. If the timedifference between the current reading and the selected reading is less than1 day the instrument will ask for record replacement confirmation, and theBOD can’t be evaluated.
Press CFM to replace the selected record’s DO, temperature, pressure andsalinity values with the current values.Press ESC to return to the previous screen without replacing.If the conditions regarding the time difference are met, after pressing theEval.BOD key, the instrument will display the computed BOD value.
Press LOG to save the BOD result.Press ESC to return to the BOD measure screen.If the final DO reading or DO loss don’t meet the criteria for BOD measure-ments set from the instrument’s setup, a warning message will be displayed.
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Press any key to clear the warning message from the display or press HELP toview detailed information about the warning.

Note: If the Autodelete BOD start data option is enabled in SETUP(see page 33), when the BOD result is saved (LOG key pressed) thecorresponding BOD initial data record will be automatically deletedfrom the instrument’s memory.Seed CorrectionIn case that the BOD was evaluated for a seeded sample and the list of thesaved seed BOD values is not empty, the Correct functional key will bedisplayed.Press Correct to view the list of the saved seed BOD values.
Select the desired seed BOD and then press Correct to compute the correctedBOD value. The instrument will display the corrected BOD value.If the information about the BOD of a certain seed doesn’t exist at the momentof the BOD evaluation for a seeded sample, the sample’s BOD can be correctedat a later time from the BOD recall menu (view logged BOD data).In order to perform a seed correction from the BOD recall, press RCL key fromthe BOD measurement screen to enter BOD recall, select the desired BODrecord and press More. The instrument will display a complete set of informa-tion about the selected record.Press Correct to view the list of the seed  values.Select the desired seed BOD and then press Correct to compute the correctedBOD value. The new BOD value will be displayed.
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Note: If the final DO value is greater than the initial DO value an errormessage will be displayed.
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OUR MEASUREMENTOUR MEASUREMENTOUR MEASUREMENTOUR MEASUREMENTOUR MEASUREMENTThe OUR is used to determine the oxygen consumption or respiration rate. Itis defined as the mg/L of oxygen consumed per hour.The following equation is used for OUR determination:
where:DOSTART  =  Dissolved oxygen level at start of testDOEND    = Dissolved oxygen level at end of testtELAPSED    =  Elapsed time of test in secondstotal volume/sample volume =  Dilution factor of sampleBefore starting an OUR test remember to set the OUR configuration from theSETUP menu (page 33).OUR measure screen:
Press Start to begin a new OUR test.If the DO value is less than the minimum start DO value the meter willdisplay an error message, and the test cannot be started.
If the minimum start DO  condition is met the instrument will display theinstantaneous oxygen consumption rate and the amount of time that haspassed from the beginning of the test.
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If the DO reading is less than the minimum end DO value set during OURconfiguration a warning icon will be displayed and a beep will be heardevery two seconds. Press Stop to stop the test and the beeper.
To end the OUR test before the maximum time interval set during OURconfiguration press Stop.If Stop is pressed before the minimum time for the OUR test has elapsed, theinstrument will display a warning message.
Press Resume to continue the test or Stop to end the test.At the end of the test the meter will display the computed OUR value and theduration of the test.Press LOG to save a complete set of data regarding the OUR test.Press Start to begin a new OUR test.
Notes:�  If at the end of the test the DO reading is less than the minimun end DOvalue set during OUR configuration, a warning message will be dis-played.
Press any key to clear the message from the screen, or press HELP to viewdetailed information about the warning.
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� If the DO value at the end of the test is greater than the DO value from thebeginning of the test an error message will be displayed.
Press Start to begin a new OUR test or ESC to return to the OUR measurescreen.
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SOUR MEASUREMENTSOUR MEASUREMENTSOUR MEASUREMENTSOUR MEASUREMENTSOUR MEASUREMENTThe Specific Oxygen Uptake Rate (SOUR), also known as the oxygen con-sumption or respiration rate, is defined as the milligram of oxygen consumedper gram of volatile suspended solids (VSS) per hour. This quick test hasmany advantages: rapid measure of influent organic load and biodegrad-ability, indication of the presence of toxic or inhibitory wastes, degree ofstability and condition of a sample, and calculation of oxygen demand ratesat various points in the aeration basin.The following equation is used for SOUR determination:SOUR = OUR / Solids Weightwhere:OUR is the Oxygen Uptake Rate (see equation on pag 20)Solids Weight is the Total solids or the Volatile suspended solids  weight ing/LTemperature correction:The SOUR value is corrected to 20 °C (68 °F) according to the Farreland Bhide equation:SOUR20=SOURTxQ (20-T)Where T is the measured temperature in °C and Q is a temperaturedependent variable:
Q= 1.05 for T above 20 °C
Q= 1.07 for T below 20 °CThis calculation is valid only for temperature values in the range 10 to 30 °C.Temperature correction is performed only if the option SOUR @20°C isenabled from SOUR configuration in the setup menu.Before starting a SOUR test remember to set the SOUR configuration fromthe setup menu.SOUR measure screen:

If the SOUR value is corrected to 20 °C (68 °F) the message “@20°C”, or”@68°F” according to the currently selected temperature unit, will bedisplayed above the measured temperature.Press Start to begin a new SOUR test.
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If the DO value is less than the minimum start DO value, the meter willdisplay an error message, and the test cannot be started.
If the minimum start DO condition is met the instrument will display theinstantaneous specific oxygen consumption rate and the amount of time thathas passed from the beginning of the test.
In case that the SOUR value is corrected to 20 °C (68 °F) and the measuredtemperature isn’t in the range 10 to 30 °C the temperature value will blinkto alert that the temperature correction isn’t valid.
If the DO reading is less than the minimun end DO value set during SOURconfiguration, a warning icon will be displayed and a beep will be heardevery two seconds. Press Stop to stop the test and the beeper.
To end the SOUR test before the maximum interval set during SOURconfiguration press Stop.If Stop is pressed before the minimum time for the SOUR test has elapsed theinstrument will display a warning message.
Press Resume to continue the test or Stop to end the test.
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At the end of the test the meter will display the computed SOUR value andthe duration of the test.
Press LOG to save a complete set of data regarding the SOUR test.Press Start to begin a new SOUR test.Notes:� If the DO reading is less than the minimun end DO value set during SOURconfiguration, a warning message will be displayed.
    Press any key to clear the message from the screen, or press HELP to viewdetailed information about the warning.� If the DO value is greater than the DO value from the beginning of the testan error message will be displayed.
  Press Start to begin a new SOUR test or ESC to return to the SOURmeasure screen.
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TEMPERATURE  MEASUREMENTSTEMPERATURE  MEASUREMENTSTEMPERATURE  MEASUREMENTSTEMPERATURE  MEASUREMENTSTEMPERATURE  MEASUREMENTSThe DO probe has a built-in temperature sensor.The measured temperature is indicated on the display.Allow the probe to reach thermal equilibrium before taking any measure-ments. This can take several minutes. The greater the difference between thetemperature at which the probe was stored and the temperature of thesample, the longer the time will be.Note:  If “----” is displayed instead of the measured temperature, the D.O.probe is not properly connected or the temperature is out of range.This also indicates the possibility of a broken probe cable.DO CALIBRATION PROCEDUREDO CALIBRATION PROCEDUREDO CALIBRATION PROCEDUREDO CALIBRATION PROCEDUREDO CALIBRATION PROCEDUREThe following options are available for the Dissolved Oxygen calibration:�  one point automatic zero calibration at 0% saturation or 0 mg/L�  one point automatic slope calibration at 100% saturation or 8.26 mg/L� 2 points automatic calibration at 0% saturation (0 mg/L) and 100%saturation (8.26 mg/L)� 1 point manual calibration using a standard value set by the user in   %saturation or mg/LWhen automatic calibrations are performed it is assumed that the standardvalue is the saturated DO value at 25 °C, 0 g/L salinity and 760 mmHg.When manual calibrations are performed it is assumed that the standardvalue is the DO value at the current pressure, temperature and salinity.
Make sure the probe is ready for measurements (see probe connection andpreparation on page 10), i.e. the membrane is filled with electrolyte and theprobe is connected to the meter.For an accurate calibration, it is recommended to wait for at least 15 minutesto ensure precise conditioning of the probe.Remove the protective cap from the D.O. probe.Make sure the salinity value has been set to the salinity of the standard (seeSETUP for details)One point automatic zero calibrationSubmerge the probe into HI 7040 zero oxygen solution and stir gently for2-3  minutes.

INITIAL PREPARATION
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Press CAL. The calibration menu will be displayed.
Press DO to select the DO calibration.The DO calibration screen will be displayed and the standard 0% saturation(or 0 mg/L, depending on the currently selected measuring unit), will beautomatically selected.
The hourglass icon will be shown on the display until the reading becomesstable.When the reading is stable and close to the selected standard, the CFMfunctional key is displayed.
Press CFM to confirm the calibration point.Press ESC     to leave calibration. The instrument will return to the main screenand will memorize the zero calibration data.One point automatic slope calibrationIt is suggested to perform the slope calibration in air. Allow the probe tip todry.Press CAL. The calibration menu will be displayed. Press DO to select the DOcalibration. The 100% saturation standard (or the 8.26 mg/L standard,according to the currently selected measuring unit), will be automaticallyselected.
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The hourglass icon will be shown on the display until the reading becomesstable.When the reading is stable and close to the selected buffer, the CFMfunctional key is displayed.
Press CFM to confirm the calibration point.The instrument will return to the main screen and will memorize the slopecalibration data.Two points automatic calibrationSubmerge the probe into HI 7040 zero oxygen solution and stir gently for2-3  minutes.Press CAL. The calibration menu will be displayed.Press DO to select the DO calibration. The DO calibration screen will bedisplayed and the standard 0% saturation (0 mg/L) will be automaticallyselected.The hourglass icon will be shown on the display until the reading becomesstable.When the reading is stable and close to the selected standard, the CFMfunctional key is displayed.Press CFM to confirm the calibration point.The meter will automatically select the 100% saturation (8.26 mg/L) stan-dard.Leave the probe in air.The hourglass icon will be shown on the display until the reading becomesstable.When the reading is stable and close to the selected standard, the CFMfunctional key is displayed.Press CFM to confirm the calibration point.  The instrument will return to themain screen and will memorize the calibration data.One point manual calibrationFirst determine the dissolved oxygen value of the sample (use a Winklertitration). Place the probe in the sample and provide adequate stirring.Access the DO calibration screen as described in  the previous DO calibrationprocedures.
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Press the Manual functional key.The standard value can be changed using the ARROW keys in the range 0to 100% saturation or 0 to 8.26 mg/L, depending on the currently selectedmeasuring unit.
Set the standard value to the determined DO value.The hourglass icon will be shown on the display until the reading becomesstable.When the reading is stable and close to the selected buffer, the CFMfunctional key is displayed.
Press CFM to confirm the calibration point.The instrument will return to the main screen and will memorize the calibra-tion data.Notes:::::     � If the manual pressure feature is enabled, during the DO calibration it ispossible to switch between changing the standard value or the pressurevalue by pressing the Pressure/Standard functional key or the MODEkey.
�  If a previous calibration has been performed it is possible to erase thecalibration by pressing the Clear functional key while in the DO calibra-tion screen.
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    The “Calibration cleared” message will be displayed for a few secondsand the meter will return to the main screen. If the manual pressurefeature is enabled, the ClearClearClearClearClear key will be active only for 5 seconds afteraccessing the DO calibration screen, and afterwards it will be replaced bythe Pressure/Standard functional key.�  If the DO value measured by the instrument is not close to the selectedstandard, the “Wrong standard” error message will be shown on thedisplay and the calibration can’t be confirmed.
�   While in manual calibration mode it is possible to return to the automaticcalibration mode by pressing the AUTO functional key. The meter willselect the standard that is closest to the current DO reading.
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GOOD LABORATORY PRACTICE (GLP)GOOD LABORATORY PRACTICE (GLP)GOOD LABORATORY PRACTICE (GLP)GOOD LABORATORY PRACTICE (GLP)GOOD LABORATORY PRACTICE (GLP)GLP is a set of functions that allows storage and retrieval of data regarding themaintenance and status of the electrode.All data regarding DO calibration is stored for the user to review whennecessary.EXPIRED CALIBRATIONThe instrument is provided with a real time clock (RTC), in order to monitor thetime elapsed since the last DO calibration.The real time clock is reset every time the instrument is calibrated and the“expired calibration” status is triggered when the instrument detects acalibration time out. The “CAL” “DUE” tags will start blinking to warn theuser that the instrument should be recalibrated.The calibration time out can be set (see SETUP for details, page 33) from 1 to7 days or can be disabled.For example, if a 4 days time out has been selected, the instrument will issuethe alarm exactly 4 days after the last calibration.However, if at any moment the expiration value is changed (e.g. to 5 days),then the alarm will be immediately recalculated and appear 5 days after thelast calibration.Notes: �   When the instrument is not calibrated or the calibration is cleared(default values loaded) there is no “expired calibration”, and thedisplay always shows the “CAL” “DUE” tags blinking.� When an abnormal condition in the RTC is detected, the instrumentforces the “expired calibration” status.LAST DO CALIBRATION DATAThe last DO calibration data is stored automatically after a successful calibra-tion. To view the last calibration data, press GLP when the instrument is in theDO, BOD, OUR or SOUR measurement mode.
The instrument will display a lot of data including calibration standard,salinity, pressure and temperature.Note: “Not user calibration” message is displayed if the calibration wascleared or the instrument hasn’t been calibrated for dissolved oxygen.
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Setup mode allows viewing and modifying the measurement parameters.The following table lists the SETUP parameters, their valid range and thefactory default settings.Item    Description Valid Value           DefaultCalibr. Time-out   Number of days after Disabled, 1 to 7 days        Disabled    calibr. warning is displayedSalinity     The solution’s salt content     0 to 70 g/L             0 g/LBODConfiguration-Sample min    The minimum diff. between   0.00 to 50.00 mg/L     0.00 mg/Ldelta DO     the start and the end DO val.-Sample min    The minimum end DO value  0.00 to 50.00 mg/L     0.00 mg/Lend DO-Seed min    The minimum diff. between   0.00 to 50.00 mg/L   0.00 mg/Ldelta DO     the start and the end DO val.-Seed min    The minimum end DO value  0.00 to 50.00 mg/L    0.00 mg/Lend DOOURConfiguration-Min time     The minimum time for the    1 to 3600 sec.                 1 s     OUR test-Max time     The maximum time for the    1 to 3600 sec.      3600 sec.    OUR test-Min start DO     The minimum DO value     0.01 to 50.00 mg/L    0.01 mg/L     for starting the OUR test-Min end DO     The minimum DO value at     0.00 to 50.00 mg/L    0.00 mg/L     the end of the OUR test-Total volume     The total volume of the     0.1 to 300.0 mL           0.1 mL     solution to be tested-Sample volume The volume of sample in     0.1 to 300.0 mL           0.1 mL     the solution to be testedSOURconfiguration-Min time     The minimum    1 to 3600 sec.             1 sec.     time for the SOUR test-Max time     The maximum     time for the SOUR test    1 to 3600 sec.      3600 sec.-Min start DO     The minimum DO value     for starting the SOUR test     0.01 to 50.00 mg/L     0.01 mg/L-Min end DO     The minimum DO value at     0.00 to 50.00 mg/L     0.00 mg/L     the end of the test
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-Total volume     The total volume     of the solution to be tested    0.1 to 300.0 mL           0.1 mL-Sample volume The volume of sample     in the solution to be tested   0.1 to 300.0 mL           0.1 mL-Solids weight      Total solids or Volatile    0.1 to 300.0 g/L           0.1 g/L     Suspended solids weight-SOUR@20 ºC   Correct the SOUR value    Enabled or Disabled        Disabled    to 20 ºCAutodelete      Automatically delete BOD     Enabled or Disabled       DisabledBOD start data      start data, after BOD     computeManual pressure   Set the pressure value     Enabled or disabled        Disabled     using the ARROW keysPressure unit    mmHg          mmHg    inHg   atm   mbar   psi   kPaTemperature unit    ºC or ºF                                          º CBacklight      Backlight Level    0 to 8                    4Contrast      Contrast Level    0 to 20                 10Auto Light Off     Time until backlight is ON    1, 5, 10, 30                    5AutoPower off    Time after the    Disabled                    5    instrument is powered OFF    5, 10, 30, 60Date/ Time     01.01.2006 to 12.31.2099          01.01.2006   00 :00 to 23 :59Time Format    AM/PM or 24 hours        24 hoursDate format    DD/MM/YYYY YYYY/MM/DD   MM/DD/YYYY   YYYY/MM/DD   YYYY-MM-DD   MonDD,YYYY   DD-Mon-YYYY   YYYY-Mon-DDLanguage      Message display language     Up to           English    4 languagesBeep ON      Beeper Status     Enabled or Disabled        DisabledInstrument ID      Instrument identification    0000 to 9999            0000Baud Rate      Serial Communication    600, 1200, 1800, 9600            4800Meter      Displays generalInformation      informations
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SalinityFocus on Salinity item.
Press Modify.
Use ARROW keys to change the salinity value. Press Accept to confirm or ESCto exit without saving.

Calibration timeoutFocus on the Calibration Timeout item.
Press Modify.
Use the ARROW keys to set the desired value.Press Accept to confirm or ESC to return without saving.Note: If enabled “CAL DUE” warning will be displayed, the set number ofdays after calibration is over passed.

PARAMETER SCREENSPARAMETER SCREENSPARAMETER SCREENSPARAMETER SCREENSPARAMETER SCREENS
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BOD configurationFocus on BOD configuration item.
Press Select.
Parameters:�  Sample min D DO -the minimum acceptable difference between theinitial and final DO values for a sample. If the difference is less than thisvalue the meter will show a warning message when evaluating the BOD.    Range: 0.00 to 50.00 mg/L.�  Sample min end DO - the minimum acceptable final DO value for asample. If the final DO value is less than this value the meter will show awarning  message when evaluating the BOD.    Range: 0.00 to 50.00 mg/L.�   Seed min D DO  - the minimum acceptable difference between the initialand final DO values for a seed sample. If the difference  is less than thisvalue the meter will show a warning message when evaluating the BOD.    Range: 0.00 to 50.00 mg/L.�   Seed min end DO - the minimum acceptable final DO value is less thanthis value the meter will show a warning message when evaluating theBOD.    Range: 0.00 to 50.00 mg/L.Press Prev/Next to select a different parameter.Press ARROW keys to modify the selected parameter’s value.Press Save to save the new BOD configuration.Press ESC to leave without changing.
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OUR configurationFocus on OUR configuration item.
Press Select.
Parameters:�  Min time - the minimum time for the OUR test.    Range: 1 to 3600 seconds.� Max time - the maximum time for the OUR test. The test will stopautomatically when the maximum time has elapsed.�  Min start DO  - the minimum accepted DO value for starting the OUR test.If the DO reading is less than this value the test cannot be started.    Range: 0.00 to 50.00 mg/L.�  Min end DO - the minimum accepted DO value at the end of the test. Ifthe DO reading at the end of the OUR test is less than this value awarning message will be displayed.    Range: 0.01 to 50.00 mg/L..�  Total volume - the volume of the diluted mixture.    Range: 0.1 to 300.0 mL�  Sample volume - the volume of sample in the diluted mixture.    Range: 0.1 to 300.0 mL.Press Prev/Next to select a different parameter.Press ARROW keys to modify the selected parameter’s value.Press Save to save the new OUR configuration.Press ESC to leave without changing.SOUR configurationFocus on SOUR configuration item.
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Autodelete BOD start dataFocus on the Autodelete BOD start data item.
Press the displayed functional key to enable/disable the feature.If enabled the BOD initial data record used in BOD result evaluation is deletedautomatically after the BOD result has been saved into the instrument’smemory (LOG key pressed).

Press Select.
�  Min time - the minimum time for the SOUR test.    Range: 1 to 3600 seconds.� Max time - the maximum time for the SOUR test. The test will stopautomatically when the maximum time has elapsed.    Range: 0.00 to 50.00 mg/L.�  Min start DO  - the minimum accepted DO value for starting the SOURtest. If the DO reading is less than this value the test cannot be started.Range: 0.01 to 50.00 mg/L.�  Min end DO - the minimum accepted DO value at the end of the test. Ifthe DO reading at the end of the SOUR test is less than this value awarning message will be displayed.    Range: 0.00 to 50.00 mg/L.�  Total volume - the volume of the diluted mixture.    Range: 0.1 to 300.0 mL�  Sample volume - the volume of sample in the diluted mixture.    Range: 0.1 to 300.0 mL.�  Solids weight: Total solids or Volatile suspended solids weight.    Range: 0.1 to 300.0 g/L.�  SOUR@20 °C: If this option to enabled the SOUR value is corrected to20°C.Press Prev/Next to select a different parameter.Press ARROW keys to modify the selected parameter’s value.Press Save to save the new SOUR configuration.Press ESC to leave without changing.
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Manual pressureFocus on Manual pressure item.
Press the displayed functional key to enable/disable the feature.If enabled, the pressure can be entered by the user, while in measurementscreen, using ARROW keys.Pressure unitFocus on Pressure unit item.
Press Modify.
Use ARROW keys to focus on the desired pressure unit.Press Accept to confirm or ESC to exit without saving.

If disabled, the user has to delete BOD initial data records that were used inBOD result evaluation, entering View initial BOD data mode.
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BacklightFocus on Backlight item.
Press Modify.
Use /  keys to change intensity then press Accept to confirm.Press ESC to leave without changing.

Temperature unitFocus on the Temperature unit option.
Press the displayed functional key in order to change the temperature unit.

ContrastFocus on the Contrast item.
Press Modify.
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AutoLightOffFocus on the AutoLightOff item.
Press one of the functional key to change the option.AutoPowerOffFocus on the AutoPowerOff item.
Press Modify.
Use ARROW keys to select interval then press Accept.Press ESC to leave without changing.Date/TimeFocus on the Date/Time item.

Use /  keys to change intensity then press Accept to confirm.Press ESC to leave without changing.
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Press Modify.
Use /  keys to select item. Use ARROW keys to change the focusedvalues.Press Accept to confirm the new setting, or ESC to leave without changing.Time FormatFocus on the Time Format item.
Press functional key to change the option.Date FormatFocus on the Date Format item.
Press Modify.
Use ARROW keys to select date format then press Accept.Press ESC to leave without changing.
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BeepOnFocus on the BeepOn item.
Press the displayed functional key to enable/disable key.When enabled, beep sounds as a short beep every time a key is pressed orwhen the calibration can be confirmed.A long beep alert that the pressed key is not active or a wrong condition isdetected while in calibration.Instrument IDFocus on the Instr.ID item.
Press Modify.
Use ARROW keys to change the instrument’s ID. Press Accept to confirm orESC to exit without saving.

LanguageFocus on the Language item.
Use the desired functional key to change the option. Wait until the newlanguage is loaded.If any language can be loaded, the instrument will work in safe mode. In thismode all messages are displayed in English and Help is not available.
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BaudRateFocus on the BaudRate item.
Press Modify.
Use ARROW keys to select the desired communication baud. Press Accept toconfirm or ESC to exit.Meter InformationFocus on the Meter information item.
Press Select.
The meter informations are displayed:-firmware version-language version-DO and temperature factory calibration date/time-battery capacity
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This feature allows the user to log DO, BOD, OUR and SOUR measurements.All logged data can be transferred to a PC through the USB  or RS232 port.The maximum logging space is 400 records.LOGGING THE CURRENT DATATo store the current reading into memory, press LOG.
The instrument will displays for a few seconds the record number and theamount of the free log space (in %).If the LOG space is full, the “Log space is full” message will be displayed fora few seconds when Log key is invoked.
Enter View Logged Data mode and delete records in order to free log space.VIEW LOGGED DATAPress RCL to retrieve the stored information while in measurement mode forthe specific range (DO, BOD, OUR, SOUR).The list of records is displayed.DO recall:

L O G G I N GL O G G I N GL O G G I N GL O G G I N GL O G G I N G
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BOD recall:
OUR recall:
SOUR recall:
If no data were logged, the instrument will display “No Records”.Use ARROW keys to scroll the list of records.Press Delete All to enter Delete All screen.Press Delete to enter Delete records screen.Press More to view more information of the focused record.If More is pressed, a complete set of information are displayed.Press PgUp or PgDown to toggle between information screens.DO recall:
BOD recall:
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Note: � “S.C. “ message in the title bar means seed corrected.    � “not S.C.” message in the title bar means seed not corrected.
The Correct functional key will be displayed if the BOD result was not seedcorrected.Note: For a seed corrected sample, on last page will be shown theSeed bottle ID used for correction.OUR recall:

SOUR recall:
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Note: In case that the SOUR value was corrected to 20 °C the message“(@20°C)” will be displayed before the SOUR value.
Use ARROW keys to view the  complete log information about the next/previous record while  are displayed.If Delete is pressed.
Use ARROW key to focus the record to be deleted and then press CFM.Press ESC to exit.If Delete All is pressed the instrument asks for confirmation. Press CFM toconfirm or ESC to exit without deleting.
To freeze the first stable reading on the LCD press AutoEnd while the instru-ment is in DO measurement mode.The “Wait” symbol will blink until the reading is stable.
When the reading is stable “Hold” icon will be displayed.
Press Continue at any moment in order to enter continuous reading mode.

AAAAA u t o E n du t o E n du t o E n du t o E n du t o E n d
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The HI 98186 meter has an internal barometer for automatic pressurecompensation for DO readings. The instrument is factory calibrated for pres-sure measurements and no user calibration is needed. If the pressure read-ing is inaccurate, pressure calibration should be performed.For an accurate calibration, contact your dealer or the nearest HannaCustomer Service Center or follow the instruction below.In order to perform pressure calibration a reference barometer with at least1 mmHg resolution is necessary.Press CAL from any measure mode (DO, BOD, OUR or SOUR). The calibrationmenu will be displayed.
Press Pressure functional key to select the pressure calibration. The pressurecalibration screen will be displayed.
Using the ARROW keys, enter the true local barometric pressure read fromthe reference barometer. Do NOT use the pressure reported by the weatherbureau.  Weather bureaus correct pressures to sea level.When the reading is stable and close to the entered barometric pressure theCFM functional key is displayed.
Press CFM to confirm the calibration.The instrument will return to the main screen and will memorize the calibra-tion data.

PRESSURE CALIBRATIONPRESSURE CALIBRATIONPRESSURE CALIBRATIONPRESSURE CALIBRATIONPRESSURE CALIBRATION
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Note: � If a pressure calibration has been previously performed it is possibleto erase the calibration by pressing the Clear functional key.
         � The “Calibration cleared” message will be displayed for a fewseconds and the meter will return to the main screen.        � If the measured pressure is too far from the calibration point the“Wrong pressure” error message will be shown on the display andthe calibration can’t be confirmed.
Verify if the value read from the reference barometer was entered correctly.Contact the Hanna Service if calibration cannot be performed.
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TEMPERATURE CALIBRATIONTEMPERATURE CALIBRATIONTEMPERATURE CALIBRATIONTEMPERATURE CALIBRATIONTEMPERATURE CALIBRATION((((( fo r  te chn i ca l  personne l  on lyfo r  te chn i ca l  personne l  on lyfo r  te chn i ca l  personne l  on lyfo r  te chn i ca l  personne l  on lyfo r  te chn i ca l  personne l  on ly )))))All the instruments are factory calibrated for temperature.Hanna’s DO probes are interchangeable and no temperature calibration isneeded when they are replaced.If the temperature measurements are inaccurate, temperature recalibrationshould be performed.For an accurate recalibration, contact your dealer or the nearest HannaCustomer Service Center, or follow instructions below.The temperature calibration can be performed in 1 or 2 points.It is better to perform a 2 points calibration.The calibration can be performed in any two points that have at least 25 ºCdistance between. It is recommended that the first point be near 0 ºC and thesecond point near 50  ºC.Press CAL from any measure mode (DO, BOD, OUR or SOUR).The calibration menu will be displayed.
Press the T functional key to select the temperature calibration.�   Prepare a vessel containing ice and water and another one containing hotwater (at approximately 50 °C or 122 °F). Place insulation materialaround the vessels to minimize temperature changes.     Use a calibrated thermometer with a resolution of 0.1 °C as a referencethermometer.�  Connect the DO probe to the appropriate socket.�  Immerse the DO probe into the vessel with ice and water as close as possibleto the reference thermometer.�  Allow a few seconds for the probe to stabilize.
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�  Use the ARROW keys to set the calibration point values to that of the iceand water mixture, measured by the reference thermometer.
�  When the reading is stable and close to the selected calibration point, theCFM functional key is displayed.
�  Press CFM to confirm. �  The second expected calibration point is displayed.
�  Immerse the DO probe into the second vessel as close as possible to thereference thermometer.�   Allow a few seconds for the probe to stabilize.
�  Use the ARROW key to set the calibration point value to that measuredby the reference thermometer.
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�   When the reading is stable and close to the selected calibration point, theCFM functional key is displayed.
�  Press CFM to confirm. The instrument returns to the main screen.Note: �If the reading is not close to the selected calibration point or thedifference between first selected point and second selected point isless than 25 ºC, “Wrong” message will blink.

� If the WRONG source is the difference between calibration pointsincrease the temperature of the vessel with hot water in order to beacceptable.� If the WRONG source is the temperature reading change the probeand restart calibration.    If calibration cannot be performed contact Hanna Service.� If a temperature calibration has been previously performed it ispossible to erase the calibration by pressing the Clear functionalkey.
          � The “Calibration cleared” message will be displayed for a fewseconds and the meter will return to the main screen.�For one point calibration press ESC after first point was confirmed.The instrument will return to the main screen and will memorizethe calibration data.
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PC INTERFACEPC INTERFACEPC INTERFACEPC INTERFACEPC INTERFACEData transmission from the instrument to the PC can be done with the HI 92000Windows® compatible software (optional). HI 92000 also offers graphing andon-line help feature.Data can be exported to the most popular spreadsheet programs for further analysis.To connect your instrument to a PC, use an USB cable connector. Make surethat your instrument is switched off and plug one  connector to the instrumentUSB socket and the other to the serial or USB port of your PC.Note: � If you are not using Hanna Instruments HI 92000 software,please see the following instructions.SENDING COMMANDS FROM PCIt is also possible to remotely control the instrument with any terminal program.Use an USB cable to connect the instrument to a PC, start the terminal programand set the communication options as follows: 8, N, 1, no flow control.COMMAND TYPESTo send a command to the instrument follow the next scheme:<command prefix> <command> <CR>where: <command prefix> is a selectable 16 ASCII character.<command> is the command code.Note: Either small or capital letters can be used.SIMPLE COMMANDSKF1 Is equivalent to pressing functional key 1KF2 Is equivalent to pressing functional key 2KF3 Is equivalent to pressing functional key 3RNG Is equivalent to pressing RANGEMOD Is equivalent to pressing MODECAL Is equivalent to pressing CALUPC Is equivalent to pressing the UP arrow keyDWC Is equivalent to pressing the DOWN arrow keyRCL Is equivalent to pressing RCLSET Is equivalent to pressing SETUPGLP Is equivalent to pressing GLPOFF Is equivalent to pressing OFF
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CHR xx Change the instrument range according with the parametervalue (xx):�  xx=20 DO range�  xx=21 BOD range                � xx=22 OUR range                � xx=23 SOUR rangeThe instrument will answer for these commands with:<STX> <answer> <ETX>where: <STX> is 02 ASCII code character (start of text)<ETX> is 03 ASCII code character (end of text)<answer>:<ACK> is 06 ASCII code character (recognized command)<NAK> is 21 ASCII code character (unrecognized command)<CAN> is 24 ASCII code character (corrupted command)COMMANDS REQUIRING AN ANSWERThe instrument will answer for these commands with:<STX> <answer> <checksum> <ETX>where the checksum is the bytes sum of the answer string sent as 2 ASCII characters.All the answer messages are with ASCII characters.RAS     Causes the instrument to send a complete set of readings in accordingwith the current range:        � DO, temperature, and pressure on the DO and BOD range         � DO, temperature, pressure, OUR/SOUR value, OUR/SOUR test timeon the OUR/SOUR range         � BOD result, start DO value and end DO value when in the BO resultscreen (meter mode 25)The answer string contains:� Meter mode (2 chars):- 20 - DO range- 21 - BOD range- 22 - OUR range- 23 - SOUR range- 25 - BOD result screen   � Meter status (2 chars of status byte): represents a 8 bit hexadeci-mal encoding
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� 0x10: temperature probe connection� 0x20: DO measure unit (0 = %, 1= mg/L)� 0x01:     new GLPGLPGLPGLPGLP data available� 0x02: new setup parameter� 0x04: out of calibration range� 0x08: the meter is in autoend mode;   � Reading status: R - in range, O - over range, U - under range� The following status flags are sent for all modes exceptmode 25� DO reading range flag� temperature reading range flag� pressure reading range flag� OUR/SOUR reading range flag (sent only if in OUR/SOURmeasure mode)         � The following status flag is sent only for mode 25� BOD reading range flag� Readings         � The following values are sent for all modes except       mode 25   � DO reading,  including sign and decimal point (8 chars)   � temperature, including sign and  decimal point (8chars)   � pressure value, including sign and decimal  point, alwaysin mmHg (11 chars)   � OUR/SOUR reading,  including sign and decimal point(sent only if in OUR/SOUR measure mode) (8 chars)   � OUR/SOUR counter (sent only if in OUR/SOUR measuremode) (4 chars)         � The following values are sent only for mode 25   � BOD reading,  including sign and decimal point (8 chars)   � initial DO value,  including sign and decimal point [mg/L](6 chars)   � final DO value,  including sign and decimal point [mg/L](6 chars)MDR Requests the instrument model name and firmware code (16 ASCII chars).GLP Requests the calibration data record.        The answer string contains:�  the number of calibrated buffers (1 char)�  calibrated buffer unit (0 = %, 1 = mg/L) (1 char)�  buffer value including sign and decimal point (6 chars)�  calibrated buffer unit (0 = %, 1 = mg/L) (this value is sent onlyif there is a 2 point calibration) (1 char)
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�  buffer value including sign and decimal point (this value is sent onlyif there is a 2 point calibration) (6 chars)�  salinity value (3 chars)�  pressure value in mmHg, including sign and decimal point(11 chars)�  temperature value including sign and  decimal point (8 chars)� calibration time: yymmddhhmmss (12 chars).PAR Requests the setup parameters setting.The answer string contains:� backlight value (1 char)� contrast value (2 chars)� instrument ID (4 chars)� calibration alarm timeout (2 chars)� Setup information (2 chars): 8 bit hexadecimal encoding:� 0x01: -  -  -  -  - beep is on� 0x04: -  -  -  -  - Celsius / Fahrenheit display (°C if the bit is set)� 0x10: - manual pressure (1 if activated, 0 otherwise)� Auto Light-off time (3 chars)� Auto Power-off time (3 chars)� Salinity value (3 chars)� Pressure unit (1 char): 0 - mmHg, 1 - inHg, 2 - atm, 3 - mbar,4 - psi, 5 - kPa� BOD configuration values� sample minimum delta DO, including sign and decimal point(6 chars)�  sample minimum end DO, including sign and decimal point(6 chars)�  seed minimum delta DO, including sign and decimal point(6 chars)�  seed minimum end DO, including sign and decimal point(6 chars)�     OUR     configuration values�   minimum time in seconds (4 chars)�   maximum time in seconds (4 chars)�   minimum start DO including sign and decimal point (6 chars)�   minimum end DO including sign and decimal point (6 chars)�   total volume including sign and decimal point (6 chars)�   sample volume including sign and decimal point (6 chars)�      SOUR     configuration values� minimum time in seconds (4 chars)
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� maximum time in seconds (4 chars)� minimum start DO including sign and decimal point (6 chars)� minimum end DO including sign and decimal point (6 chars)� total volume including sign and decimal point (6 chars)� sample volume including sign and decimal point (6 chars)� solids weight including sign and decimal point (6 chars)� SOUR temperature correction (1=enabled, 0=disabled)(1char)�  The short name of the selected language (3 chars)NSLx      Requests the number of logged samples (4 chars)          The command parameter (x - 1 char)� D - - - - - the request is for DO� B -  -  -  -  - the     request is for BOD� O -  -  -  -  - the     request is for OUR� S     -  the request is for SOUR� I      -  the request is for BOD initial valuesLODDxxx Requests the xxxth DO logged dataLODBxxx Requests the xxxth BOD logged dataLODOxxx Requests the xxxth OUR logged dataLODSxxx Requests the xxxth SOUR logged dataLODIxxx Requests the xxxth initial BOD value logged dataLODDALL Requests all the DO log on demandLODBALL Requests all the BOD log on demandLODOALL Requests all the OUR log on demandLODSALL Requests all the SOUR log on demandLODIALL Requests all the initial BOD values log           The answer string for each record contains:� The logged mode(2 chars)�  20 - DO range�  21 - BOD range� 22 - OUR range� 23 - SOUR range� 24 - BOD initial values� DO log data:::::�  Measurement  unit (0 = %, 1 = mg/L) (1 char)�  DO value including sign and decimal point (8 chars)�  Salinity value [g/L] (3 chars)�  Pressure value in mmHg, including sign and decimal point(11 chars)�  Temperature value including sign and  decimal point(8 chars)
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� BOD log data:::::�  Sample type (1 = sample, 0 = seed) (1 char)�  Seed corrected (1 = corrected, 0 = not corrected) (1 char)�  Bottle ID (4 chars)�  BOD value including sign and decimal point [mg/L] (8 chars)�  Bottle volume including sign and decimal point [ml] (6 chars)�  Sample volume including sign and decimal point [ml](6 chars)�  Seed volume including sign and decimal point [ml] (6 chars)�  Start salinity value [g/L] (3 chars)�  End salinity value[g/L] (3 chars)�  Start pressure value in mmHg, including sign and decimalpoint (11 chars)� End pressure value in mmHg, including sign and decimalpoint (11 chars)�  Start temperature value, including sign and  decimal point(8 chars)�  End temperature value, including sign and  decimal point(8 chars)�  Start DO value including sign and decimal point [mg/L](8 chars)�  End DO value including sign and decimal point [mg/L](8 chars)�  Seed ID (for seed corrected samples) (4 chars)� OUR log data:::::�  Start DO value including sign and decimal point [mg/L](8 chars)�   End DO value including sign and decimal point [mg/L](8 chars)�   Salinity value [g/L] (3 chars)�   Start pressure value in mmHg, including sign and decimalpoint (11 chars)�  End pressure value in  mmHg, including sign and decimalpoint (11 chars)�  Start temperature value, including sign and  decimal point(8 chars)�  End temperature value, including sign and  decimal point(8 chars)�  Total volume, including sign and decimal point [ml] (6 chars)�  Sample volume, including sign and decimal point [ml](6 chars)�  Delta time [s] (4 chars)
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�  OUR value, including sign and decimal point [mg/L/h](8 chars)� SOUR log data:::::� Start DO value including sign and decimal point [mg/L](8 chars)� End DO value including sign and decimal point [mg/L](8 chars)�  Salinity value [g/L] (3 chars)�  Start pressure value in mmHg, including sign and decimalpoint (11 chars)�  End pressure value in  mmHg, including sign and decimalpoint (11 chars)�  Start temperature value, including sign and  decimal point(8 chars)�  End temperature value, including sign and  decimal point(8 chars)�  Total volume, including sign and decimal point [ml] (6 chars)� Sample volume, including sign and decimal point [ml](6 chars)�  Delta time [s] (4 chars)� SOUR value, including sign and decimal point [mg/h/g](8 chars)� Solids weight, including sign and decimal point [g/L](6 chars)� SOUR temperature correction (1=SOUR@20°C, 0=SOURnot corrected) (1 char)� BOD DATA log data:::::�  Sample type (1 = sample, 0 = seed) (1 char)�  Bottle ID (4 chars)�  DO value, including sign and decimal point [mg/L] (8 chars)�  Bottle volume, including sign and decimal point [ml] (6 chars)�  Sample volume, including sign and decimal point [ml](6 chars)�  Seed volume, including sign and decimal point [ml] (6 chars)�  Salinity value [g/L] (3 chars)�  Pressure value in mmHg, including sign and decimal point(11 chars)� Temperature value, including sign and  decimal point(8 chars)� Log time: yy mm dd hh mm ss (12 chars)
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Notes:  �“Err8” is sent if the instrument is not in measurement mode.�“Err6” is sent if the requested range is not available.�“Err4” is sent if the requested set parameter is not available.�“Err3” is sent if the Log on demand is empty.�“Err9” is sent if the battery power is less than 30%.�Invalid commands will be ignored.
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The instrument is ready made with rechargeable batteries inside.First time you start working with the instrument performs a complete recharg-ing cycle (about 16 hours).It is recommended to recharge the rechargeable batteries as soon as thebattery indicator does not show full scale before starting in field measurementsor every time you finish your work with the instrument.If the battery capacity is less than 20 % the serial communication and thebacklight feature are not available.To replace the rechargeable batteries, follow the next steps:� Turn OFF the instrument.� Unscrew the screw from the bottom side of the instrument.

� Remove the battery holder and the old batteries.� Insert four new 1.2V AA 1300 mAh NiMH rechargeable batteries in thebattery compartment while paying attention to the correct polarity.

� Push the battery holder and tighten the screws.To recharge the rechargeable batteries, follow the next steps:� Connect the 12 Vdc power adapter to the main line of the battery

BATTERIESBATTERIESBATTERIESBATTERIESBATTERIESRECHARGING/REPLACEMENTRECHARGING/REPLACEMENTRECHARGING/REPLACEMENTRECHARGING/REPLACEMENTRECHARGING/REPLACEMENT
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recharger. The front LED will turn on (green).� Place the instrument on the battery recharger case. A charging animationwill be displayed if the battery capacity is less than 100%.

� The complete charging process takes about 16  hours.Notes: � As the charging process is performed at low current, the instrumentcan be left on the recharger more than 16 hours, without damag-ing the rechargeable batteries.� It is recommended to turn off the instrument while recharging thebatteries. The measurements can be affected by the rechargingprocess.� Batteries recharging must only take place in a non hazardous area,using the HI 710042 inductive recharger.WARNING:Do not replace the rechargeable batteries with normal alkaline batteries.Do not put ever the instrument with alkaline batteries inside on the recharger.The manufacturer don’t assume any obligation for malfunctioning appearedas result of using alkaline batteries.Note: The instrument is provided with the BEPS (Battery Error PreventionSystem) feature, which automatically turns the instrument off whenthe batteries level is too low to ensure reliable readings.
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The oxygen probe is made of reinforced plastic for maximum durability. Athermistor temperature sensor provides temperature measurements of thesample. Use the protective cap when not inuse.To replace the membrane or refill with electro-lyte, proceed as follows:Remove the protective cap by gently twisting,and pulling and pulling it off the body of theprobe (see fig. 1).Unscrew the membrane cap by turning it coun-terclockwise (see fig. 2).Wet the sensor by soaking the bottom 2 cm(1’’) of the probe in electrolyte  for five minutes.Rinse the new membrane cap, supplied withthe meter with electrolyte solution while shak-ing it gently. Refill with clean electrolyte solu-tion.Gently tap the sides of the membrane cap withyour finger tip to ensure that no air bubblesremain trapped. Do not tap directly the bottomwith your finger, as this will damage the mem-brane.Make sure that the rubber O-ring sits properlyinside the membrane cap.With the sensor fac-ing down, slowly screw the membrane cap clock-wise. Some electrolyte will overflow.The Platinum cathode (#8 in the Probe Func-tional Description page 8) should always bebright and untarnished. If it is tarnished orstained, the cathode should be cleaned. You can use a clean lint-free card-board or cloth. Rub the cathode very gently side to side 4-5 times. This will beenough to polish and remove any stains without damaging the platinum tip.Afterwards, rinse the probe with deionized or distilled water and install a newmembrane cap using fresh electrolyte and follow the steps above. Recalibratethe instrument.

PROBE MAINTENANCEPROBE MAINTENANCEPROBE MAINTENANCEPROBE MAINTENANCEPROBE MAINTENANCE
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ImportantImportantImportantImportantImportantIn order to have accurate and stable measurements, it is important that themembrane surface is in perfect condition. This semipermeable membraneisolates the sensor elements from the environment but allows oxygen  to enter.If any dirt is observed on the membrane, rinse carefully with distilled ordeionized water. If any imperfections still exist, or any damage is evident (suchas wrinkles or tears-holes), the membrane should be replaced.Make sure that the O-Ring sits properly in the membrane cap.ACCESSORIESACCESSORIESACCESSORIESACCESSORIESACCESSORIESChecktempC Electronic thermometer (range: -50.0 to 150.0 °C)ChecktempF Electronic thermometer (range: -58.0 to 302 °F)HI 7040M Zero Oxygen Solution, 230 mLHI 7040L Zero Oxygen Solution, 460 mLHI 7041S Refilling Electrolyte Solution, 30 mLHI 710005 115Vac to 12Vdc converterHI 710006 230Vac to 12Vdc converterHI 76407/2 Spare probe with 2 meters (6.7') cableHI 76407/10 Spare probe with 10 meters (33') cableHI 76407/20 Spare probe with 20 meters  (67') cableHI 76407A/P 5 spare membranesHI 92000/16 Windows® 3.11 compatible software applicationHI 92000/32 Windows® 95 compatible software applicationHI 920010 25-pin PC connection cableHI 920010/9 9-pin PC connection cable
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RECOMMENDATIONS FOR USERSBefore using these products, make sure they are entirely suitable for the environment inwhich they are used.Operation of these instruments in residential areas could cause unacceptable interferences toradio and TV equipment, requiring the operator to follow all necessary steps to correct inter-ferences.During operation, ESD wrist straps should be worn to avoid possible damage to the electrodeby electrostatic discharges.Any variation introduced by the user to the supplied equipment may degrade the instruments’EMC performance.To avoid electrical shock, do not use these instruments when voltages at the measurementsurface exceed 24 Vac or 60 Vdc.To avoid damage or burns, do not perform any measurement in microwave ovens.


